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(1)  The dramatic useful effects that are extended to many fields by water and air. 

 

(2)  A technical field 

 

About effect for water and the air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic 

field", 

 

(3) The effects of water and air are explained by the use technology of a "Special 

synthetic magnetic field" as follows. 

                                                                                         

(a)  According to water and air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic 

magnetic field", the expansion of the conventional environmental pollution with 

various kinds of chemical drugs can be surely effectively restricted and can be 

surely improved greatly by totally new characteristic change from new physical 

different view point fundamentally. 

 

(b)  The oxidation function caused by kinetic energy of oxygen molecule by the 

magnetism that occurred by being induced to oxygen atom by electromagnetic 

induction, is basically physically totally different from the oxidation function of 

the conventional oxygen molecule. 

 

(c)  Without dangerous ozone and ultraviolet ray and radiation, only by water by 

the use technology of a “Special synthetic magnetic field” and air the vitality of 

anaerobic bacteria (or creature) is selectively automatically restrained and 

the vitality of aerobic bacteria (or creature) is increased greatly electively 

automatically by contraries at the same. 

                                                                          

(3-1)  About a dramatic decline of the oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of a water, 

 Section 3 in "The details of Chapter 3", 

 

(a)  About the data of variations in oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) by the                                                                             

water by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field" with a  

"Trans-master" device,  

                    

 (a-1)  When a "Special synthetic magnetic field" is cut by the water with the most 
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effective speed, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of the water 

abnormally is decreased inconceivably by the "Trans-master" device that 

was constituted by an alternating current electromagnet. 

 

  (b)  About test data of oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of the water 

  

(b-1)  After a "Trans-master" device is moved for one hour continuously and is  

stopped, at the elapsing time the variations of oxidation-reduction potential 

(ORP) of the water are checked each.   

 

(b-2)   Just after stopping of a "Trans-master" device, : 587mv  

The elapsed time after the stop : 27 minutes and 14 hours : 200mv 

 The elapsed time after the stop : 34 minutes and 65 hours : 180mv 

 

(b-3)  According to the test data of the water mentioned above by the use  

technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", a numerical value of  

180mv in oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of the water is the numerical  

value that does not exist about the conventional water. 

 

(3-2)  About the environmental improvement by the water and the air by the use 

 technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", 

Section 4 in “The details of Chapter 3"  

 

(a)  The environmental pollution with conventional chemical drugs can be                                                                          

prevented by the characteristic change that is physically dramatically 

different from conventional characteristic by a water or the air by the use 

    technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field". 

 

(a-1)  About the effect to “Sick-house” of an “Electromagnetic air cleaner, 

 

 (a-2)  By the air of the use technology of a “Special synthetic magnetic field” the                                                                            

smell of harmful chemical synthetic material is deodorized. 

 

 (a-3)  The gasses that have strong dangerous irritant smells that occur from  

insecticide and antiseptic and adhesives such as formalin and cresol and  
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toluene and thinner, are resolved, and are removed with the air by the use 

technology of a “Special synthetic magnetic field”. 

 

(3-3)  About the test of the sterilization effect on general bacteria of the tap water by a 

"Trans-master" device, 

Section 5 in "The details of Chapter 3" 

                                                                              

(a)  When a "Trans-master" device was not used in water supply, the number of  

general bacteria was 24 pieces/ml, and when a "Trans-master" device was 

used in water supply, the number of general bacteria was decreased to 

2 pieces/ml. 

But the passage number of times to a "Trans-master" device mentioned  

above was one time each. 

 

(3-4)  When a water by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field" is 

used for concrete, 

 Section 6 in "The details of Chapter 3” 

 

(a)  Particularly, the strength of concrete can be increased by being used as the 

water of the concrete that viscosity of the water was dramatically decreased by 

a "Trans-master" device, and similarly, a life span of concrete can be prolonged , 

and similarly, the construction period for concrete can be shortened by a 

increase of solidification speed of concrete, and similarly, a "Drug to decrease 

water" for conversion products of the concrete can be decreased or can be 

omitted completely. 

 

(3-5)  About a characteristic and the effect of an "Electromagnetic air cleaner" with the  

air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", 

Section 12 in "The details of Chapter 3" 

                                                                               

(a)  The smell of harmful chemosynthetic materials is deodorized by the air of                                                                            

the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", and as a result  

the neighboring environment is detoxified.  

 

 (a-1)  For example, specifically from the test results of Section 12 in "The  
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details of Chapter 3", the strong dangerous irritating smell of formalin or 

cresol or toluene or thinner caused by the drug such as an insecticide or 

disinfectant or adhesive or disinfectant, can be removed by the air by the 

use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field". 

     

(3-6)  About an effective use of an organic waste 

 

(a)  For example, ethanol from organic waste can be produced by a simple system 

cheaply by the water or the air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic 

magnetic field". 

 

(b)  When food lift-over of the organic waste was left in air by the use technology of 

a "Special synthetic magnetic field", after 24 hours, the rotten smells of the 

fishes and of vegetables in the food lift-over were completely lost, and only the 

sweet fragrance of a "Shoyu source" is generated and drifted in the air. 

 

(3-7)  The water by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field" is used to 

the water of the field of agriculture. 

 

(a)  The water by the use technology of "the special synthetic magnetic field" is used 

for growth of the farm products further, for maintenance of the freshness of 

farm products and for prevention of spoilage of farm products and for 

prevention of the corrosion of the liquid fertilizer for water culture. 

 

(3-8)  The water by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field" is used in 

a field of the fish farming. 

 

(a)  Conventional fish and crustacean grows early and becomes far big and a period 

for egg-laying becomes short, and further the contamination of the water 

caused by the bait that remained underwater is prevented. 

                                                                          

(3-9)  A slime and the algae of anaerobes, or the materials fastened such as the rust 

which attached inside of the drain pipe are removed from the inner wall of the 

drain pipe by the water by a "Trans-master" device. 
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(a)  the obstacle of the all local drainage connected in the drainage conduit of the  

water used for life of people is eliminated and the system of the overall local 

drainage is always maintained normally. 

 

(3-10)  When the cooling circulating water that antiseptic materials for the air 

conditioner of the architectural structure was mixed is cooled in cooling tower, 

the neighboring atmospheric environment is polluted because the harmful 

cooling circulating water is scattered in the air. 

 

(a)  In the case mentioned above. though antiseptic materials is not used for 

cooling circulating water, by using water with the "trans master" appliance 

the environmental pollution to the air by the dispersion  cooling circulating 

water in the cooling tower can be completely prevented. 

 

(3-11)  About the dramatic characteristic change with the water by a "Trans-master"  

device that revived natural environment of the water of the pond of a temple 

that natural environment was polluted and was destroyed already, 

 

(a)  In accordance with increasing quantity of the water that passed through a 

"Trans-master" device as for the water of the pond that the environment of 

nature was already destroyed, the bad smell of the pond by the sludge 

disappeared, and a Microcyst sank down to the bottom of the pond and 

became brown and perished, and as a result the water regained clearness and 

the environment of nature of the pond was recovered after one month 

approximately. 

 

(3-12)  After the effect by an “E-oiler" was stopped and when around one week passed, 

on the surface of the water that rice was washed and was left as is, any mildew 

did not be generated and on the contrary, mellow fragrance of liquor occurred. 

 

(3-13)  By the water and the air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic                                                                              

field", the larval of mosquito causing the epidemic can be gotten rid with safety 

for environment easily cheaply without exception . 

 

 (3-14)  Particularly, the spread of infections caused by anaerobic bacteria 
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(a creature and a cell) such as foot-and-mouth disease and such as bird flu of 

domestic animals infected caused by water and air, may be effectively cheaply 

restrained. 

 

(a)  Therefore, it is considered that can get epoch-making big hygienic protective  

efficacy in the conventional living environment of all animals and plants by  

using a water and the air by the use technology of a "Special synthetic 

magnetic field". 

 

(3-15)  According to the water by the use technology of a "Special synthetic 

magnetic field", the printable electronic board and the precision component  

and the electronic parts that do not depend on harmful medicines such as  

chloro-ethylene and trichloroethylene can be washed down cleanly perfectly. 

 

(3-16)  In a dye house, calcium in dye water in dye tank invades to rotating part of the 

expensive ball bearing that is made by stainless steel by the Japanese 

Industrial Standard, and the calcium invaded is crystallized in the rotating 

part, and as a result an ability of the rotating part of the ball bearing is broken 

down. 

 

(a)  A “Trans-master” device is practically being used as regenerative device of the 

rotating part of expensive ball bearing that broke down already in a dye 

house. 

     

(3-17)  About the effect of human body by water and the air by the use technology of a 

"special synthetic magnetic field," 

 

    (a)  Because hot water by the use technology of a “Special synthetic magnetic 

field” in a bathtub can penetrate into every microscopic air gaps of the 

surface of human body that conventional hot water cannot penetrate 

         absolutely, the contacting area of the surfaces of human body with hot                                                                            

         warm water in a bathtub is increased greatly and as a result, the health 

effect of human body by being warmed more is very remarkable. 

   

(b)  Though deodorization of the irritating smells generated in the inside of  
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storehouses of drugs of synthetic drug maker is clearly impossible by any 

conventional deodorant device, according to an “Electromagnetic air cleaner” by 

the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", the deodorization 

mentioned above could be deodorized certainly completely. 

 

(c)  It was proved that deodorization ability by the air by the use technology of a 

"Special synthetic magnetic field" was a deodorization ability by the physically 

different characteristic change in air that is not thought by a technology and 

the science about the conventional deodorization by an example (b) of item 

(3-17) mentioned above. 

             

           *************************** 

 

The new use technology of a "Special synthesis magnetic field" that are naturally judged 

from the test consequence and the effect that were already carried out in "The details of 

Chapter (3)" are explained as follows. 

 

(4)  About the effect for the medical care by water and the air by the use technology of a 

"Special synthetic magnetic field",                                                                            

   Section 4 in “The details in Chapter 3” 

 

(a)  By the tests in the "The details of Chapter 3", according to the water and the air 

by the use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", it was made clear 

that an aerobic bacteria (a creature) was brought up greatly selectively 

automatically and anaerobic bacteria (a creature) was restrained strictly 

selectively automatically at the same time. 

 

(b)  Therefore, according to a water and the air by the use technology of a  

"Special synthetic magnetic field", because the medical effect by the electronic 

energy by the magnetism is different basically physically from the effect of 

radiation energy that is a conventional medical technology, the medical care                                                                       

effect is different from the conventional medical care effect fundamentally . 

 

(c)  By the test result mentioned above, according to the water and the air by the 

use technology of a "Special synthetic magnetic field", the disease germ  
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belonging to anaerobic bacteria is restrained and is sterilized selectively                                                                      

automatically, on the contrary, in parallel with sterilization of the disease germ, 

the normal cells are nurtured greatly selectively automatically at the same                                                                       

time and therefore a new inconceivable restoration power from the disease  

may be given. 

 

(d)  By the way, according to the water and the air by the use technology of a 

"Special synthetic magnetic field", as for the medical effect to disease germ by 

the high electronic energy by the magnetism that was induced by                                                                  

electromagnetic induction to the atom physically, it is thought that  medical 

effect by the electronic energy caused by variation in atom is always 

unchangeable basically even if  the disease germ caused by chemical variation 

of molecular structure (DNA) by a mere accident, is generated. 

 

(e)  On the other hands, according to the present medical technology because the 

medical drug which can destroy the cell of disease-causing germs basically 

adversely affects the normal cell as a side effect in the conventional medical 

technique at the same time, effective usage of the medicine against 

disease-causing germs is always treated by specialized medical knowledge and 

experience in particular. 

 

(f)  Therefore, because the ill-defined disease caused by the bacteria or the virus 

that effective therapeutic method and medicine are not yet established, is often 

generated now in the world wide, the new revolutionary medical technology 

mentioned above may demonstrate the dramatic medical care effect being 

different from the conventional medical technology inconceivably. 

 

(5)  The reference literature in the use technology of a “Special synthesis magnetic 

field" ; “The details of Chapter 3” 

                                                                     End 
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